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The HB3D_Collection is comprised of themed 3D 
printed bags. Each current and future iteration 
focuses on a specific theme; inspired by culture, 
patterns found in fabrics, and the world around us.

HB01_QTRA is inspired by traditional Arabic men’s 
headwear. While HB02_SADU draws inspiration 
from sadu patterns - the handbag comes in classic 
sadu colors as well as a grayscale color scheme.

HB03_ISLAND.BH is the latest addition to my 
3D-printed bag series.The map of the kingdom is 
extruded to create the main body of the bag, while 
a more traditional fabric is used for the strap.  

Featured in Made in Bahrain Store
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HB04_ARABESQUE is a 3D printed hand bag that 
finds its form through extruding an arabesque star; 
a design motif that is heavily featured in Islamic 
art. The magnetized cover allows items to be 
securely stored in the bag while also allowing easy 
access for the user.

HB05_ GYPS draws inspiration from designs found 
in ornamental plasterwork that is prominently 
displayed in the architecture throughout the 
Middle East. The laser cut acrylic panels feature a 
traditional arabesque design and are housed in a 
3D printed body. 
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Bahrain Skyline Jewelry

The Bahrain Skyline set features prominent 
Bahraini landmarks.  
Bahrian World Trade Center, AlFateh Mosque, 
Riffa Clock Tower, and the Financial Harbour 
decorate both the bracelet and the ring.
Currently available in chrome; the original version 
was rose gold plated.   

Featured in Bahrain Art Across Borders: CRAFTed 
      Art Space: Discovered
      Jamal Store
      Bahrain National Museum Gift Shop 
      Made in Bahrain Store 
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Be’ta Playing Cards
Be’ta is a deck of playing cards that takes the 
standard designs and replaces them with Arabic 
Motifs. The traditional suits are transformed to 
depict camel, palm trees, prayer beads, and Arabic 
coffee pots; the face cards are also dealt with an 
Arabian glow up. While the back of the cards and box 
are decorated in Arabic calligraphy.
Featured in  Art Space: Discovered 
      Jamal Store
      Bahrain National Museum Gift Shop 
      Made in Bahrain Store
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Maryam Khaled AlKhalifa

Maryam Khaled AlKhalifa is an award-winning Bahraini product 
designer & a graduate of Parsons School of Design. With a focus on 
furniture and housewares, Maryam is very hands-on in her design 
process; often designing through the manufacturing process. 
She continues to challenge herself by taking on projects as an 
opportunity to explore materiality and processes.

Complementing her studies she has work experience in both The 
New School and St. Christopher’s School of Bahrain as a technician 
and has also been commissioned internationally to produce design 
work for an array of clients including Bossy Kitchen.

Through her work for her own design studio, Camel in the City, a wide 
range of her designs have been featured in exhibitions throughout 
the world including Comic-Con, Art BAB, and multiple shows for New 
York Design Week.


